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Abstract
The aim of this work is to use the methods of subjective analysis to operator (pilot, air traffic
controller) decision for improving the decision making in order to achieve more reliable flight
operations, air traffic control. The WhitePaper, GreenBook, SESAR, NextGen vision and
projects develop plans for the high density air traffic in near future in which the role of pilots
and operators will be changed. Therefore, understanding and improvement of operator’s
decision making has a crucial role on safety and reliability of high density air traffic of
future. This paper describes the basic elements of the subjective decision making.
Keywords: workload; mental condition; air traffic controller; air traffic management;
subjective decision making

1. Introduction
The accelerating technology development: small air transportation system, new air
traffic control system, SESAR, NextGen, and other international project catalyzes the radical
changes in air transportation. It seems the predicted development is slowing (Figure 1), but it
may not defer the intended changes and automation of future air transport that enhances the
operators’ i.e. pilot and ATCO subjective decisions. In planned and developing future air
traffic, for example, the role of air traffic controllers (ATCOs) in transition from traditional
conflict management to capacity, trajectory and separation management [1]. This changes
increasing the role of mental condition in situation awareness and decision making.
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This lecture studies the subjective decision making and subjective characters of
operators (pilots and ATCOs), roles of knowledge, practice and mental condition in situation
analyses and decision defines a novel driver models characterizing by information, task, work
and mental loads, and shows how the methods of subjective analysis might be used in
operators’ decision support.
Figure 1 Instrument flight rules (IFR) traffic in Europe

Source: (SESAR, 2015) [2]
The lecture will call attentions on three specific conclusions: (i) the subjective features
of operator’ should be taken into account in future operator’ decision support developments,
(ii) the on board online monitoring the operators’ mental conditions must be developed and
(iii) the information load must be analysed in development of the future instrumentation of the
air transport system. These conclusions are utilized in development of the air operating
system i.e. flight simulator and ATCO working environment at the Department of
Aeronautics, Naval Architecture and Railway Vehicles at Budapest University of Technology
and Economics (BME) working together with HungaroControl [3].

2. Human Operator Role in Technical Systems
The human as operator is not only an element of the system, but he controls and
manages the system. Nowadays, the operator plays determining role in operational safety
(Figure 2). Therefore, the human behaviours, working ability, the human – machine interface,
interaction and working environment must be studied in details. Even more, by increasing the
level of system automation, the role of operators is changing from their active control to
passive monitoring. So, the operator roles must be re-evaluated and the human – machine
interface, the working environment should be redesigned. In future system, the operatordriver support systems must be widely developed and applied.
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The future operator supporting systems will contain;
 sophisticated info-communication systems,
 monitoring the operator loads and,
 supporting the situation awareness and decision making.
Figure 2 Causes of Accidents

Source: Data taken from (Rankin, 2017) [4]
The first, the info-communication system provides information about the operational
condition of the operating system (as aircraft), environment and interacting, namely
cooperating or non-cooperative other systems, like traffic information.
The second, the monitoring the operator loads is a very complex problem, because it
contains [3];
 well defined task load (what to do),
 information load (because the not harmonised information origin from different
sources)
 work load (depending on the real operating situations, real environment, interaction
with other systems), and
 mental load (psycho-psychological condition of the operator).
Finally, the situation awareness and decision making is the major task of the operators.
It is a rather complex process too, that might be solved on different levels [4];[3]. The first
level, is the skill-based control that is applied by the operators (pilots or ATCOs) when the
situation is normal and the operator can easily recognize the situations and can work
‘‘automatically’’. At the second level, the operators must recognize and identify the situation
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and apply the rule-based solutions (defined by the operational manuals) to reach the expected
situations. In case of abnormal flight situations or possible flight conflicts, the operators must
derive the solution with their knowledge and practice. This is the knowledge-based level.
The operators, as pilots working capability depends on the loads and the time of
working (Figure 3). Of course, the reduction in gap between the pilot capability and workload
increases the risk of accidents.
In order to reduce errors generated by operators, understanding and evaluating of
derivative factors human decision making has crucial importance. Probably, the most used
general model of situation awareness was developed by [6];[7]. Another good model
recommended to use to gain the understanding of characterized decision making of aviation
operators (pilots and air traffic controllers) is the PEAR model PEAR points out four major
factors in human operations [8]:
 People who do the job.
 Environment in which they work.
 Actions they perform.
 Resources necessary to complete the job.
Figure 3 Level of pilot capabilities during flight

Source: Data taken from (Transport Canada, 1997) [9]

3. Subjective Decision Making
There are many references and rules for taking into account the subjective characters
of decisions. For example, Hilburn and Jorna [7] analysing the workload had explored both
the subjective and objective workload of ATCOs. Another example: the pilot licensing is
based on subjective decision of the certified flight examiners [19], however 19 flight
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parameters and 17 statistical or mathematical metrics might be applied for objective
evaluation of the pilots technical skills [18].
The aircraft control system as the air traffic control system are subjective, endogenous,
stochastic and active because the human-operator: pilot or ATCO in loop, who actively
generates the control inputs, depending on the situation evaluation and decision making
actively. The control origins from inside the system (from operator) that means the system is
endogenous.

The decision of the operator on per situation dependent on knowledge,

experience, skill, current mental, physical condition, and awareness of the situation. Hence
this is so called subjective decision mechanism [17].
The expected air traffic will be increased quite high in the near future, the NextGen
and SESAR (Single European Sky ATM Research) and other international projects funded as
a result of this volume increase. One can expect that with a significant increase on air traffic
and congestions, the subjective decision making will have more effect on overall flight safety.
Current major ATM projects basically focuses on following terms; (I)Improving the
safety, (II) Reducing air traffic management costs, (III)Reducing the environmental impact.
Beside the reducing environmental impact the other goals are significantly related with
subjective decision making of operators (pilots and air traffic controllers).
Operators decisions depend on their awareness, practice, knowledge, skill of pilot
operators. The aircraft control system is stochastic, subjective, nervous (endogenous) and
active system. Because the human operator in loop who actively generates the control inputs
depending on the situation evaluation and decision making, when his decision comes from his
nervous system. Obviously, human operator makes decision on his/her subjective analysis.
These subjective analyses contain both active and passive resources. Active resources are
known as psychical, psychophysiology, operator’s behaviour, possibilities of subjects. While
passive ones known as finance, information, materials, information, energy of aircraft (aircraft
control system in its physical form) and etc [16].
The subjective character of operator situation awareness and decision making appears
by the following ways Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 4 Operator subjective decision model

Source: Redrawn from (Rohacs, Rohacs, & Jankovics, 2016) [3]
The Operator (OP) collecting the information about the situation of the (technical)
system, Si, that changes depending on the system performance and characteristics,
environmental conditions, effects of other interacting systems and realized control
(management). The operator after identification and understanding the situation makes a
situation awareness, analyses the situation and applicable decision, chooses the decision and
applies it. During this decision making, the operator may choose the decision from the set of
the possible actions, Sp including all the accessible or possible devices, methods and factors.
After it, the operator must identify disposable actions, Rdisp, that might be apply in given
situation for controlling the system. Finally, the operator should choose the required actions
Rreq, that may move the system to intended condition. Of course, this situation awareness and
decision making process realized by operator depends on the operator behaviours, namely on
knowledge, skills, practice of operators and its actual mental condition, actual physical,
psychological condition. There is the reason why the decision is the subjective decision.
In more general approach, the operator must activate its passive (finance, materials,
information, energy) and active (physical, intellectual, psycho-physiological behaviours’
possibilities of subjects) resources. Applied physical controls and active resources [10]. The
passive resources are the resources of the system (e.g. in case of ATCOs, air transportation
system, ATM, services provided), while the active resources are related to the operator
(ATCO) itself. The active resources are defined by the operator decisions, which also
determine how the passive resources will be used.
In this process the remaining time, time until the last moment, while the decision must
be applied plays the most important role. The required decision time is the sum of times of the
situation awareness, decision making and actions. The successful decision can be made, if the
remaining time would greater than the required time
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In future systems the operator subjective decision must be supported. The first step is
to develop the methods of investigation and modelling the subjective decision processes. The
developing methodology may use in wide area of application, including even the distance
control of unmanned aerial vehicles [11].
The Department of Aeronautics, Naval Architecture and Railway vehicles at the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics initiated a long term research for
investigation of the subjective decision processes. There are several results are published from
development of the multi-criteria decision making support tool [12], or management decision
support for the small companies [13], through the less-skilled (small and personal aircraft
pilots) decision [14];[15] until developing the operator environment [3].

4. Conclusion
Human error is not avoidable but it is manageable. Safety awareness would help
predict and mitigate the risk of human error. This paper was dealing with the methods of
subjective analysis to operator (pilot, air traffic controller) decision for improving the decision
making in order to achieve more reliable flight operations, air traffic control.
We have used the methodology of development the operators (human) model for
better understanding subjective decision making and supporting operators situation awareness
and decision making. We have generalized and improved well known model of operators like
Endsley and Rasmussen models. The lecture points out on three specific conclusions: (i) the
subjective features of operator’ should be taken into account in future operator’ decision
support developments, (ii) the on board online monitoring the operators’ mental conditions
must be developed and (iii) the information load must be analysed in development of the
future instrumentation of the air transport system.
The developed model is based on the information, task, work and mental loads. This
model applied in investigations the situation awareness and decision making. The roles of
different loads are underlined.
The combination of loads has led to introducing term subjective decision, that means
the operators making decision with using their knowledge, skill, experience and personal
behaviours. Such situation awareness and decision are recommended to investigate by using
the methods of subjective analyses.
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